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1  STARING INTO THE ATOM
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!hronology . 1

1948: Hiroshima 
1948: the "rst shopping mall is built in the U.S. 
 
Reality Television as Dante’s Purgatorio 
whose contestants undergo torment, purges, hang by straps 
endure humiliation with strangers as roommates, devour insects 
in Micronesia or get carved and hacked by plastic surgeons 
 
consumer harrowing in search of algorithmic salvation
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YOU BROKE MY HEART

I was thinking of some of the messages Rilke will never receive: 

— dentist called abt your appt tomorrow 
— don’t forget to pick up the olives 
— your dry cleaning’s ready

Little post-it notes of in"nity, these outcast scraps of mortal 
annoyances, fevers, artifacts, whispers and receipts were never 
allowed near his poetry. When one is on “the path from inner 
intensity to greatness”, one doesn’t collect coupons, worry about 
toxic waste or pay attention to laundry. Rilke quarantined 
himself from the sickness of money, the psychic germs 
associated with the handling of money, the inglorious detritus 
of veterinary bills, money squalls, anything remotely domestic. 
!is contamination he left largely to the phalanx of servants 
employed by his aristocratic patrons, left the unsavory details 
of money and credit cards for the rest of us to wallow in. 
Rilke, you broke my heart on page 370 
of Life of a Poet, when you called the writer Franz Werfel 
 “Jew-boy” — a faceless taunt — stupid, ignorant, 
product of your time?   a burr. stick. cudgel. abyss.
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It’s true, no one really knows how to live. I don’t know 
how to live. I don’t know if redemption is possible, something 
inside us like #owering, a kind of leakage, spillway over 
rough concrete dam where a life washes outside its "xed 
habits and resistance, its gaping absences, abscesses, horrible 
mistakes, petty avoidances. I don’t know if this life will be 
enough to make me wise. I don’t know if I can wake up. 
I can only carry everyone with me, ferry every atom 
like a "re brigade, like an ant. Rilke, am I carrying 
you or are you carrying me? Readers are transitive, 
are bound material, are more faithful than lovers. 
You’ve been working on your after-life epic 
through us, through stones, through bees, tra$c, 
through digital #ickering, where you inhabit every 
far-#ung human aspect of buying, selling, trading 
and also every non-human aspect. You’re a free man. 
Your poems are clouds, are economists, are ladders 
 — courting contamination, reveling in it as though 
it were a "eld of thick, cadmium-yellow sun#owers.
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!hronology . 2

circa 1901: Atoms are scattered in parallel tracks of in"nity 
by Einstein in his theory of relativity the same year Freud 
publishes Interpretation of Dreams 
 
 
Rilke leaves Russia distraught. Lou has written him o% again 
and now the #int-colored marshes at Worpswede become 
consolation — two women in quiet rooms, in grassy star"elds 
listen so attentively, so fruitfully as he recites his poems 
barefoot near candles and icons, fresh bread 
a bowl of winter apples 
 
 
No horsing around, he decides –– to be a Poet is to be singular 
A vessel on a wild sea, the “I” in your throat unsolid 
as non-Euclidean matter 
a gristle, a god 
 
Destiny wrapt around your throat thick as a scarf of bees
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1913: Gertrude Stein reinvents roses 
1914-1918: WWI 
1915: Kafka’s Metamorphosis is published 
 
c. 1914-1916: My grandfather takes photos at the Russian front 
as an artillery o$cer and is wounded. !e woods are sepia, 
there is a chair made of branches, two men in uniforms with fur 
collars bend over a make-shift table surrounded by pine saplings 
 
We cannot hear the bombardment –– perhaps there are still birds calling 
 
1925: "e Bees of the Invisible, Rilke sends a letter to his Polish translator 
on the meaning of the Duino Elegies 
 
1926: Rilke dies 
 
1929: the cyclotron is born 
Ernest Lawrence rigs up a $25 model of the cyclotron 
to visualize an “atom-merry-go-round” where the energy of electrons 
could be speeded up and de#ected by circular mirrors in ceaseless motion 
just as the merry-go-round of desire loops advertising 
and planned obsolescence with bar codes as magnets 
in the linear accelerator of appetite
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“THE RADIUM OF THE WORD”

  !"#$ %&' &# ()*+,-) .+)"#

Rilke’s roses are nothing like Gertrude Stein’s 
 
Her roses resemble full-blown beef steaks dense with blood 
 
Here’s Stein with her shameless appetite, thunderous as rolling surf 
 
Rilke hovers in the wings like a distant relative 
someone who has come in temporarily from the rain 
wearing the body uneasily 
 
!ey share the gap between syllables 
 

 
&'()*

+,*'- 
 
 
 
 and “I”? where “I” means “I” 
  as parachute swerve

“Anybody can see nearly what I mean.”

“By which I say ‘I’ and ‘I’ and mean Anybody.”
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presently the vista enlarges and we #oat 
soundlessly over the water’s surface 
seeing ourselves re#ected in the uncountable rifts 
torn into its clarity 
 
 
 
our bodies have become 
not swans exactly 
 
but their echo 
  the atoms of their echo
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FLAME HIVE

the solid world porous as old plaster, a hive 
 a comb, a cloudbank 
  of atoms dragged out of their dark beds of matter 
    where they had rested for eternity 
  speeding the oscillation between matter and energy 
     silence and jazz, a basket of fruit and the void 
        Rilke dying pinned to his bones 
      in a centrifuge of pain 
       “I in #ame.  No one knows me.” 
 
     his gravestone of atoms stained 
   with the pale lucidity of petals 
 
sky of #ame, earth of #ame, the hunger of "re 
 
 
   I try to imagine a world 
       that cannot be blown up, 
cannot be Abstracted, entirely irradiated 
    by maniacs in power, by maniacs not in power 
 
 
there is no other world, 
so the imagination must create this one
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THAT BEAUTY
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General Farrell, War Department Release on the #rst atomic explosion 
in New Mexico, 1945, a few weeks before the bombing of Hiroshima

desert #ashes 

sidewinder #ashes 

lightning, not even light 

  but the cells of light 

    newly washed photons 

 

it was beautiful (they thought) 

   unlacing light   and beauty 

 will shatter stars, will pound us into dust 

 

      the half-life of beauty is 

    unbearable 

      will never leave us


